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a b s t r a c t

Today, industry 4.0 is becoming a major target for cybercriminals due to its hyper-connectivity.
Fortunately, there are several advanced means of securing industrial systems such as Intrusion
Detection Systems (IDS). However, one of the main limitations of industrial IDS is the high rate of false
positives and how to distinguish a real attack from an industrial failure. This paper deals precisely with
the two latter points and proposes a way to reduce the rate of false positives and to distinguish attacks
from industrial failures. The proposed approach combines two kinds of IDS using Neural Network
(NN) through a Decision Making System (DMS). It was tested on a real industrial environment. The
performance results are promising with a high percentage of accuracy and a low false positive rate.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, Industrial Control Systems (ICS) exist in many
ifferent industrial sectors such as meatpacking, chemistry, con-
truction, automotive, electronics industry. But also in vital in-
ustrial sectors such as energy, health, military and food sectors.
herefore, the suspension or the stopping of these systems could
e costly for industrialists and cause consequent damage. Today,
ecuring such equipment becomes more than necessary. Over
he past decade, industry has become the center of attackers’
ocus and has been the victim of several attacks starting with
tuxnet, Black Energy, WannaCry. This wave of attacks has been
ucceeded by several ransomware attacks in 2020 during the
oronavirus pandemic, especially with the increase in the number
f remote workers and a lack of security in this new working
odel [1]. Kaspersky’s ICS CERT researchers forecast a list of
ttacks likely to target industries in 2023 [2]. Among these attacks
re phishing pages and emails, Torjans, N-day vulnerabilities,
ttacks on cloud services, exploiting vulnerabilities in legitimate
oftware, the spread of malware via removable media ...
This cyber-criminality phenomenon is favored with the

mergence of the industry 4.0. This 4th industrial revolution is
haracterized by the convergence of the worlds of Information
echnology (IT) and Operation Technology (OT), the huge amount
f generated data, the use of Cloud as new storage means. All
hese reasons increase the risk of cyber attacks in industry.

Fortunately, there are several solutions to secure the indus-
ry and its equipment. Among these mechanisms, we mention
irewalls, anti-virus, auditing processes and IDS. Each of these
ecuring mechanisms has a specific role such as detecting and
emoving malware, preventing unauthorized access or detecting
ntrusions by IDS. These latter give visibility to the system’s
ctivities, which allows a timely detection and response to any
uspicious events [3,4].
Two kinds of IDS approaches exist in the literature, which are

ignature-based and anomaly-based IDS. This last one is more
fficient in detecting advanced and zero-day attacks and is com-
osed of two other IDS types, which are specification-based IDS
nd behavioral-based IDS. Each of these IDS has advantages and
imitations.

In the industrial intrusion detection field, the main issue is
ow to distinguish a malfunction of the industrial process from
real intrusion. Malfunction in this paper refers to the process
isruption such as equipment failure, process stopping, recipe
odification...
In this paper, the proposed approach deals with this spe-

ific point. Commonly, the researchers carry out hybridization
etween signature-based and anomaly-based IDS. In this paper,
he proposed approach consists of carrying out this hybridization
etween two IDS belonging to the same category: anomaly-based
DS. Therefore, this paper proposes an efficient IDS composed
f a specification-based IDS and a behavioral-based IDS. The
pecification-based IDS uses an industrial standard called the ISA-
5 as the main basis. The purpose of this IDS is detecting process
nomalies and measuring and quantifying their impacts on the
ystem. The behavioral-based IDS uses the network traffic that is
aptured from the industrial architecture. This latter is learned by
supervised neural network algorithm. The main mission of this
268
IDS is to distinguish malfunction from a real attack and reduce
the rate of false positives.

Several machine learning algorithms can be used to train
and test behavioral-based IDS. However, in this paper, a neural
networks model has been chosen, based on this study context
which consists of how to detect anomalies in an industrial process
and determine their nature with a high accuracy. This industrial
process deals with a huge volume of data and does not allow
any delay in the execution of its steps. Thanks to its parallelism
characteristic (neuron parallelism and neuron connections par-
allelism), results could be obtained rapidly. Therefore, the real
time constraint is overcome [5]. Because of its strong discrimi-
nation and generalization capabilities, the classification could be
performed with significant success rates.

In [6,7], the authors draw a global landscape of defense mech-
anisms in industrial systems and pay particular attention to
behavioral-based IDS by citing several works using this means
of defense. However, none of the cited works used hybridization
between two anomaly-based IDS. In addition, the authors also
mention the problem of IDS, which consists of determining the
nature of the detected anomalies. One of the novelties of this
work is to deal with this specific point.

Therefore, the novelty of this paper consists of proposing a
hybridization inside the anomaly-based IDS category and not only
inside the IDS category. Commonly, we propose hybrid IDS be-
tween misuse and anomaly-based IDS. In this work, two anomaly-
based IDS have been hybridized. This hybridization remains the
most efficient method in distinguishing a malfunction in a pro-
cess from a cyber-attack and perform good results in terms of
precision and False Positive Rate (FPR). In addition, thanks to this
hybridization, the proposed approach allows us to distinguish
a malfunction process anomalies from the real intrusions and
classify these latter into temporal or sequential categories.

Moreover, the approach targets an industrial level: Manu-
facturing Executive System (MES) that no research work has
targeted before. Furthermore, this paper fills a gap in the indus-
trial datasets by proposing another one with more features, which
is also publicly available. This dataset has been captured and built
to implement this approach. A paper has been published to give
more details regarding this industrial dataset.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the
related works. In Section 3, the first module of the global ap-
proach is presented with its principles, its basis, and its results.
In Section 4, the second module that is the specification-based
IDS is detailed by outlining its basis i.e, the MESA model from
the ISA-95 standard with its principle and its results. The entire
approach called BI-ANOmaly IDS (BIANO-IDS) is then detailed in
Section 5 with a global view of its principle followed by an outline
of its components, an exploration of the Decision Making System
(DMS) with its principle, its rules of function and its graphical
interface and results. Finally, the paper ends with a conclusion
section.

2. Related works

Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) are security mechanisms
put in place to monitor network traffic, suspicious activity, pol-
icy violations and to alert the system administrator when such
activities or violations are detected. In the literature, two kinds
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f IDS exist: Host-based Intrusion Detection (HIDS) and Network
ntrusion Detection System (NIDS). HIDS use the machine logs
o analyze the system activity and the second ones use net-
ork traffic logs in their analysis. According to the approach
sed, two kinds of IDS are distinguished: signature-based IDS and
nomaly-based IDS:

• Signature-based IDS: they are based on a set of attack
descriptions or signatures [8]. It consists of searching se-
quences and patterns that match a particular known attack
signature. Signature-based IDSs are the most commonly
used in industry.

• Anomaly-based IDS are composed of two types:

– Behavioral-based IDS: These IDS model the normal
behavior of a computer system [9]. Their implemen-
tation always includes a learning phase during which
they will discover and learn the normal model of the
monitored system. Once this learning step has been
carried out, these IDSs will signal the divergences from
the reference model.

– Specification-based IDS: For this kind of IDS, the behav-
ior normality of a system is described through its prop-
erties, its specifications and the security policy. Any
deviation from these systems’ specifications is con-
sidered as a security violation [10,11]. For instance, a
heating system is working inside a temperature range
between 40 ◦C and 250 ◦C; anything outside of this
range is considered abnormal.

In this part of this paper, a focus has been put on the industrial
IDS including both signature-based IDS and anomaly-based IDS.

2.1. Signature-based IDS

The first signature-based IDS were developed and implement-
ed a long time ago in [8,9,12]. Since their emergence, several
researchers have enhanced and improved their detection tech-
niques by proposing diverse and varied approaches: distributed,
innovative or basic ones. A new distributed approach based on
Mobile Agent (MA) is detailed in [13]. Their distributed IDS is
composed of four agents: Sniffer, Filter, Analyzer and Decision
Agents. The Sniffer Agent intercepts and logs the real-time net-
work events; the Filter Agent, which collects, treats and catego-
rizes the detected events; the Analyzer Agent, which processes
the filtered events by using a pattern matching method to check
if there are similarities between the filtered and malicious packets
and; finally, the Decision Agent, which uses the administrator
knowledge for a deep detection. The authors simulated four at-
tack kinds (Probe, R2L, U2R and Denial of Service (DOS)) and
captured real traffic. They evaluated their approach by measuring
the detection delay, false positives, and detection rate. Their
performances seem good.

Another innovative approach is detailed in [14]. In this re-
search work, the authors propose an innovative signature-based
IDS, which combines a conventional detection method using
known attack signatures and the system state checking methods.
After analyzing the packets in the known signatures database, the
IDS keeps in its memory a system state (a numerical representa-
tion of the system). Therefore, an alert is raised when the system
reaches a critical state. For their implementation, the authors put
in place a set of signatures for the Distributed Network Protocol
(DNP3) and Modbus protocols, and device states. According to the
evaluation, the results showed a high accuracy in detecting the
simulated attacks.

Some other researchers have chosen a simple and a basic
signature-based IDS approach such as in [15]. The proposed ap-
proach is composed of two modules. The first one is a filter,
269
and the second one is an IDS. To detect intrusions, the latter
uses the distance notion which leads an Industrial Control System
(ICS) to a critical state. Therefore, by controlling this distance, an
industrial system avoids that a system is leading to this critical
state.

2.2. Anomaly-based IDS

Another type of IDS is proposed in the literature: anomaly-
based IDS. This kind of IDS contains two other sub-categories:
specification-based and behavioral-based IDS.

(1) Specification-based IDS: In [16], the authors propose a
critical state-based IDS, which manages and monitors the evolu-
tion of Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) states.
This approach is composed of three main modules to detect
abnormal activity and lead a SCADA system to a critical state.
These modules are: ‘‘System Description and Critical State Repre-
sentation’’, where the system is described using Industrial State
Modeling Language (ISML). ISML formalizes the condition-action
of an industrial system. ‘‘A State Evolution Monitor’’ tracks the
system states and shows how these states evolve. Using ISML, a
virtual image of the managed system is created as an in-memory
model. The latter is fed by network traffic in order to behave like
a real system. The third module is ‘‘A Critical State Detector’’. By
checking the Critical State (CS) rules defined using ISML language,
this module detects whether the system goes through a CS or not.

In order to predict the critical state, the authors have added
multidimensional metrics to previous modules. These metrics
are: state–state distance, state-critical states distance and dis-
tance evaluation metrics. Their performance seems good but their
proposed IDS targets a particular class of attacks aiming to lead
an industrial system to a critical state.

In [17], the authors propose a new bi-anomaly-based IDS
approach. The first step of this approach is to define a set of rules
describing the normal behavior. They define five rules between
rules related to the network, such as source IP, and others related
to the process, such as operation time. After defining these rules,
the authors model the normal behavior and consider any behavior
which deviates from the normal model as an intrusion. They
apply their approach to the Modbus protocol and use Bro to
implement their rules. They test their approach in an emulated
environment with a real Programmable Logic Controller (PLC).
The authors rate the detection attack of their IDS as accurate and
that results in a good performance.

In [11], a new specification-based IDS approach is proposed
using the documentation of the networking system. The doc-
umentation is automatically used to reduce the human effort
required to define the specification rules. The approach is com-
posed of three steps: system discovery, features lookup, and
rule definition. This IDS is implemented in a real environment
using Building Automation and Control protocol (BACnet) and
identifies process control errors and the level of danger caused
by misconfiguration.

In [18], the authors present a new resilient IDS implemented
in the Ethernet layer. It analyzes the vertical flows exchanged
between the field devices level and SCADA system. The latter
receives an alert if an intrusion is detected. This IDS is im-
plemented for an electrical station using GOOSE protocol. The
authors simulate Ethernet storms and usurp Generic Object Ori-
ented Substation Events (GOOSE) attacks. After receiving alerts,
the Intelligent Electronic Device (IED) control is rewritten to
consider the alerts.

In [19], the authors propose an approach to mine specifica-
tions from attack execution traces and detect violations for a
sequential process. They use Sequential Function Charts (SFC)
which are suitable for this kind of process. Their specifications
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onsist of events and states of the evolution of both sensors and
ctuators. The proposed approach is composed of two steps. The
irst one is the mining and the inference of the specifications from
races captured between supervisors and PLC. The second step
s a monitoring phase which raises an alert when a specification
iolation is detected. The authors propose a novelty which elimi-
ates the redundancy to increase the alert’s pertinence for a quick
eaction by the operator.

In [20], a model-based approach for an IDS is proposed to
rotect a CPS. Their approach contains three stages: model con-
truction, model transformation, and online implementation of
he IDS. In the first step, the researchers define the system model
sing a formal modeling language, then this model is transformed
nto rules by using a model converter and finally, the generated
ules are embedded in an open source IDS. Their results are not
ully conclusive.

The authors [21] have proposed an approach similar to that
roposed in this paper. The researchers propose a specification-
ased IDS using network traffic and process specifications. How-
ver, the limitation of their approach consists of having a high
alse positive rate, thus came our idea to hybridize two anomaly-
ased approaches.
In [22], the authors propose a specification-based IDS using

ro. They modified the latter by adding a DNP3 protocol analyzer
o generate specific SCADA operation events. The semantics for
ach event are stored in the corresponding event handler. To
nalyze these semantics, they set up the protocol validation poli-
ies by defining the event handler in terms of Bro scripting. The
olicies interpreter script runs code to produce scan results, such
s abnormal network activity alerts. The approach is tested in an
xperimental simulation. The authors believe that the proposed
NP3 analyzer holds potential to work in real SCADA systems.
(2) Behavioral-based IDS: In [23], another behavioral-based

DS is proposed by using a model-based approach. The main
asis of this approach is building patterns that characterize the
xpected behavior of a system and detecting attacks on a system
hat runs off these models. In this approach, the authors use three
echniques which consist of protocol-level models that define
ormal behavior using features characterizing the Modbus/TCP
rotocol. Then they use the Snort tool to define the rules, allow-
ng the model violation detection. The authors then specify the
xpected communication patterns between network components
nd their access policies. Finally, they use a last detector based
n a heuristic approach to detect any first time observed changes
n servers or services. This last detector keeps a log of the whole
omponents state to avoid duplicated alerts. The authors men-
ion that the proposed approach is effective to monitor SCADA
etworks and detect attacks.
In [24], the authors present a PeriodAnalyser tool which uses

n automated NIDS approach. This tool is based on message
epetition and temporal information to define periodic cycles in
he network traffic. Their approach is composed of three modules:
ultiplexer module, which analyzes the application headers to

ilter the Modbus/TCP, MMS packets and multiplexes them into
ifferent flows. Two kinds of flow are identified at this stage
hich are long-lived and short-lived connections. The second
odule is tokenizer, which transforms the filtered flows into
standard format independent of the protocol. And finally, a

earner module is in charge of identifying all the cycles in the
reviously pre-processed flows. The authors use three traces of a
eal environment to evaluate the approach, which shows a good
odeling accuracy.
In [25], the authors propose a new IDS approach to protect

SCADA system. They use a One-Class Support Vector Machine
OCSVM) classifier, which uses offline network traffic for its train-

ng step. The architecture is hierarchical since all IDS refer to
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a Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) database.
Alerts are sent to the latter using the Intrusion Detection Message
Exchange Format (IDMEF) standard. Their IDS is composed of four
steps: training, classification, anomaly detection and sending of
the IDMEF messages containing the incident source, their time
and the alert classification. The accuracy of this IDS is good but
still needs to be improved.

In [26], the authors propose an industrial IDS using an im-
proved OCSVM model. They use particle swarm optimization to
train their model with only one class. The approach is tested in
a simulated environment. The efficiency of the IDS is high with
96% detection accuracy and a short training time.

In [27], the authors propose an IDS for a SCADA system aiming
to detect both attacks against the process and those coming
from the network. To detect attacks targeting the industrial pro-
cess disruption such as Man In The Middle (MITM), replay and
zero-day, they use a process-state validation. For that, they use
a white-list and correlation scores to validate numerical and
non-numerical parameters respectively. For other attacks such
as Denial of Service (DoS) and buffer overflow, a non-parallel
hyperplane-based fuzzy classifier is implemented. Their evalu-
ation shows good accuracy compared to both Support Vector
Machine (SVM) and fuzzy-based SVM classifiers. However, their
approach does not provide the type of the attack or its location.

In [28], the authors outline a new hierarchically distributed
intrusion detection scheme for industrial CPS, which is composed
of three layers: the Perceptual Executive Layer (PEL), the Data
Transmission Layer (DTL) and the Application Control Layer (ACL).
The authors propose a detection technique for each layer. For
PEL, they use Process Noise and Measurement Noise-Adaptive
Kalman Filter (PNMN-AKF) with spare Bayesian and Relevant Vec-
tor Machine (RVM) classifiers to detect attacks. PNMN-AKF uses
an estimation of the distributed system states. In the DTL layer,
a network communication anomaly based detection system is
proposed. It consists of the measuring of the distance between the
actual network distribution characteristics and the normal ones.
Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) divergence is used for this measure-
ment. Finally, for the Application Control Layer (ACL), the authors
use Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC)-based identity authentication
for an accurate detection, as compromising the application layer
could be critical. This technique is coupled with a Regularized
Sparse Deep Belief Network (RSDBN) model using the Restricted
Boltzmann Machine (RBM) for its training step. Using an OPNET
simulated environment, the efficiency of the IDS is demonstrated
by a low false positives rate.

In [29], the authors propose a specific IDS for electrical
substations. Their IDS contains four techniques: Access Control
Detection (ACD), Protocol White-listing Detection (PWD), Model-
Based Detection (MBD), and Multi-Parameter based Detection
(MPD). ACD is responsible for a white-list strategy containing
some network features such as Media Access Control (MAC) and
Internet Protocol (IP) addresses. PWD only allows GOOSE/SV/IEEE
1588 packets. MBD is in charge of the definition of the nor-
mal behavior from Substation Configuration Description (SCD)
and GOOSE protocol and considers all that deviates from this
reference model as abnormal. MPD monitors sensitive electrical
station parameters from which it carries out a deep detection for
both external attacks and unintentional misuse. The authors eval-
uate their approach against several attacks such as DoS attack,
Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) spoofing (Usurpation) and Man
In The Middle (MITM). Their accuracy and process time seem

good.
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.3. Industrial IDS for IoT equipment

Other researchers have focused on intrusion detection in In-
ernet Of Things (IoTs), which are an integral part of Industry
.0. In [30], the authors propose an approach called Intrusion
etection and Prevention Mechanism (IDPM). The IDMP consists
f two layers, the first of which is based on learning the nor-
al behavior of the system using a Random Neural Network

RNN), which takes diverse datasets and covers both valid and
nvalid cases as input parameters. The trained RNN model is
hen embedded in the base station of the IoT system to detect
ny anomalous behavior and to prevent its propagation. The
econd one is designed to detect a wide range of Illegal Memory
ccesses (IMA) bugs and data integrity attacks. The proposed
olution’s also acts as a health monitoring system for the IoT
ensor nodes by analyzing data transmitted to the base station.
s in the case of any malfunction, the valid sensor node may
ither stop its operation and/or transmit invalid data to the base
tation. The RNN model has been trained to detect such cases as
n intrusion and report them to the main server. The proposed
olution effectiveness and performance overhead are measured
or an existing IoT system consisting of sensor nodes transmitting
ata to a base station. Through an experimental setup, it is shown
hat without a proper security mechanism, it is possible to hack
nto the application running on the base station. Furthermore, it is
lso demonstrated that the base station successfully detected the
resence of the malicious sensor node when the given IoT device
s enabled with the proposed IDPM.

In [31], the IDS principle approach is designed to find any
nomaly in the network by monitoring the characteristics of the
eighboring nodes at one hop. The system learns and derives
he normal behaviors of the monitored information. They use a
istributed approach in which all of the observed information
s locally managed in the nodes and the exchanges with the
arent node appear only if an event is reported. The system has a
onfigurable profile in which the criteria for critical tasks such
s detection process interval, memory, threshold and grading
arameters are defined. Their approach consists of four modules:
he first one is in charge of the data collection and analysis. The
econd one processes the release of the report to the parent via
he DPO (distress propagation object), the third one rejects the
ackets based on the status of the neighboring node, isolating the
ompromised node once the intrusion is detected and the fourth
ne is the BR module that, in the event of a positive anomaly
ecision, alerts the user. The authors did not disclose any details
bout their implementation or their results.
The authors propose a hybrid T-IDS for Sybil attacks in [32],

t is a distributed cooperative and hierarchical IDS, involving Bor-
er Routers (BR), 6LoWPAN Border Router (6BR) and Monitoring
odes (MN). Each actor has a specific goal. The BR holds the list
f all of the Network’s Nodes (NN) and their respective states and
aintains the list of nodes allowed to access the network. In NN,
ach node is associated with a Trusted Platform Module (TPM)
dentifier, a node identifier associated with the TPM-ID, the status
lag of the node (Mobile, Static), and the 6LoWPAN Border Router
6BR) prefix associated with the node after deployment. When
node wants to join the network, it must first be registered to

he NNs list. BR also has a list of malicious nodes for all 6BR
ub-nets. 6LoWPAN Border Router (6BR) which maintains three
ynamic lists: the first list contains 6BR (6BRAN) area nodes.
BRAN is developed and updated by the BR and transferred to
BR in a secure channel. The second contains MObile Nodes
MON) and the third list contains MAlicious Nodes (MAN). The
BR is responsible for setting the maximum delay response field
n the Destination-Oriented Directed Acyclic Graph (DODAG) In-
ormation Object (DIO) message and the last actor is Monitoring
271
Nodes (MN) which maintains a suspicious node list. T-IDS consists
of three modules: IdentityMod, MobilityMod and IDSMod. For
the IdentityMod module, after deploying the nodes, and before
starting the construction of the Routing Protocol for Low-Power
(RPL) topology, the BR uses IdentityMod to configure the 6BRAN
list of each 6BR in the network. This list will be used to control ac-
cess and authenticate nodes. The MobilityMod module manages
hierarchically the mobility with the collaboration of BR, 6BR and
nodes in the network. MobilityMod is used by different actors
to maintain the network state regarding mobile nodes. In fact,
6BRAN contains the mobility status of each node. Intrusion De-
tection Module (IDSMod) detects attacks whenever the IDSMod
asks the IdentityMod and the MobilityMod to check if the node
belongs to the network and if it is a mobile node. Therefore, with
minimal knowledge and collaborative observation, the nodes can
detect the nodes behaving in a suspicious way based on certain
RPL rules. Even if the authors show how T-IDS can deal with a
Sybil attack, the resources appear to be costly.

In [33], the authors have chosen the anomaly-based detection
as a method of intrusion detection in wireless sensor networks.
To test and compare detection rates, a Multi-Layer Perceptron
Back propagation Neural Network (BPN) was chosen from the
architectures and was compared to a Support Vector Machine
(SVM) classifier. In their approach, the authors use NSL- KD-
DTrain+_20Percent as a dataset. Before starting the training step,
the authors have processed and normalized the data in order
to convert the raw input data into an appropriate format. The
machine learning the algorithms can then use this information
for subsequent analysis. The authors then trained the model
with the chosen dataset. Finally, they employed the SVM for the
classification and the detection phase. In this work, the authors
have focused on DOS (Smurf, Neptune, Back, Teardrop, Pod, Land)
attacks. Their results show a very good level of performance using
the neural network method for the majority of attack types, but
the results are not significant with attacks with few samples
such as the ‘‘Pod’’ and ‘‘Land’’ attacks. The SVM results are better
than the BPN which was also able to detect attacks for very low
samples as was the case with ‘‘Pod’’ and ‘‘land’’.

In [34], the author proposes an approach where one of its
components can be described as an outer shell that acts as a
wrapper for the entire application. Another component is a pro-
gram simulating the normal activities of a sensor node in terms
of collecting sensor values and sending them to the network.
This method reads the energy consumption of the node and
stores the values of the variation of energy consumption over
time in an appropriate data structure. An algorithm analyzes the
collected values to detect attacks. If the energy consumption of
the node is uniform and somewhat linear, the detection method
can take advantage of the linear regression and the history of
energy consumption to predict the value of the upcoming energy
consumption value. Due to the uncertainty regarding the power
consumption profile of a sensor node, if the power consumption
is not linear, another algorithm is used to collect and compare the
variation of the average energy consumption during a period of
energy consumption (node history). This method uses a past his-
tory to calculate an average value. If the computed average values
increase for a consecutive period for a given node, the method
concludes that the node is under attack. A second verification is
proposed using RPL routing protocol involving three roles: the
child, the parent and the grandparent.

2.4. Non-industrial IDS

Other research works have been published recently on intru-
sion detection fields, which are not targeting industrial systems.
Among them, [35] where the authors propose a feature opti-
mization and selection method to improve intrusion detection
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or Fog Computing (FC) and Edge Computing (EC) called Machine
earning-Enabled Intrusion Detection System (ESOML-IDS). For
heir experimentation, they use the UNSW-NB15 dataset which
ontains only 42 features (including 3 categorical and 39 numeric
eatures). The authors compare the results of the ESOML-IDS
ethod with other machine learning algorithms. This comparison
hows that the method is much better. However, by analyzing
he performance metrics (Accuracy, Precision, Recall, F1-Score),
hese results do not exceed 84%. In order for this method to be
ore efficient, it would be better to have a dataset with more

eatures (more than 42 features), so that the selection is efficient
nd makes sense.
In [36], authors present a study to train the neural network

sing meta-heuristic approaches and to enhance the perceptron
eural network precision. They have used Invasive Weed Opti-
ization (IWO) and Neural Network (NN). Their method aims to

educe the error and improve the prediction. For their experi-
entation, they have used three datasets: UCI Heart disease data

with only 13 features), Iris dataset (with only four features) and
he Wisconsin Diagnostic Breast Cancer (WDBC with 31 features).
heir results show a reduction of error while increasing the NN
ayers number which is a good improvement for neural network
odels. However, they do not show any results regarding the
rediction. Furthermore, it would have been wiser, if they had
alculated precision, recall, F1-score and the confusion matrix to
ee the rate of false positives and false negatives.
In [37], the authors propose an approach to detect Android

alware using Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier and Har-
is Hawks Optimization (HHO) algorithm. This latter is respon-
ible for the optimization of SVM hyperparameters and features
eighting while SVM performs and evaluates the classification.
he authors have also proposed an approach to recognize the
ost relevant feature for the best malware detection. Their
pproach was tested and evaluated on five datasets from
IMalAnal2017 sampled datasets. The results are promising re-
arding the precision and accuracy rates. However, the approach
uffers from time consumption and computational complexity.
urthermore, this work only focuses on one kind of attack–
alware–and gives no indication of distinguishes a real malware
ttack from a simple bug in Android.
Another work [38], where the authors propose a new method

f detection for intelligent systems called Fusion of Deep Learning
ased CyberAttack Detection and classification model for Intel-
igent Systems (FDL-CADIS) combines deep learning techniques
nd classification models. The proposed FDL-CADIS technique
ransforms the Malware binary files into two-dimensional images
nd employs them into a new model called MobileNetv2. The
uthors have used for their hyper parameter tuning process,
he Black Widow Optimization (BWO) technique. The proposed
ethod has been tested on 3 datasets and their results seem
romising. Nevertheless, criticisms of this method include the fact
hat it only detects malware and that there is no information
egarding the used features to check their relevance.

. Behavioral-based IDS based on neural networks

.1. Main principle

An Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is inspired by biological
euron behavior and the structure of the human brain [39,40].
he biological neuron is a cell composed of a cellular body and
kernel. The cellular body branches out to form what are called
endrites. Due to this latter, information is routed from outside
o the neuron. Then it is processed by the neuron and it goes
hrough the axon to be transmitted to the other neurons [41].
NN imitates the biological neuron functioning with a better
ccomplished performance.
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An artificial neural network is a set of elementary objects
that we call formal neurons. ANNs are distinguished from each
other by their complexity levels, their neuron types and their
objectives.

In the literature, several kinds of ANNs can be found. However,
in this research work, MultiLayer Perceptron (MLP) is used. ANN
is organized into three kinds of layers:

• The input layer, which is a layer from which data is trans-
mitted to the next layers.

• The hidden layers, which interface with the input layer and
output layer. The whole computation is carried out inside
them.

• The output layer, which is in charge of producing the result
for given inputs.

In ANN, two learning procedures exist: Supervised Learning
and Unsupervised Neural Network Learning [42]. The first one
is used when input data are already labeled and categorized.
This learning method is often used in feedforward or MultiLayer
Perceptron (MLP) models [43]. The second one is much more
complex since the system has to receive unlabeled data, de-
tect similarities in the received data during the training process
and organize them into categories. Self-Organizing Maps (SOM)
are another type of ANN which uses the unsupervised learning
technique for its training process [42].

3.2. Neural network: Motivations

In this paper, a neural network was chosen among other
algorithms. This choice was made for its simple architecture and
its easy implementation period here. Furthermore, this algorithm
also complies with the context of our study, which consists of
dealing with huge amounts of industrial data. Finally, a neural
network was chosen because of its parallelism, which allows
for data processing in real time. Therefore, the real-time con-
straint which is required for the industrial applications has been
respected.

3.3. Intelligent behavioral based IDS: Assumptions

The approach of this IDS is valid whilst respecting several
assumptions presented below:

• This IDS uses network traffic. Therefore, the industrial plat-
form has to be connected to the network.

• This IDS uses the neural network algorithm which requires
a huge amount of data for its training step to obtain good
classification results. Therefore a large dataset is used in this
work.

• Most attacks go through the network layer of the Open
Systems Interconnection (OSI) model.

3.4. Industrial dataset

(1) Generation process:
To measure the IDS efficiency of the industry 4.0, a real in-

dustrial dataset is required. This 4th generation is characterized
by the diversity of attacks: Information Technology (IT) attacks,
Operation Technology (OT) attacks, and the side attacks that
range from IT to OT equipment. To perform this study, a real
industrial dataset was constructed and is available with this link:
Industrial dataset

To construct the proposed dataset, several steps have been
performed and detailed in Fig. 1.

To construct the dataset, seven attacks are simulated to obtain
the malicious traffic:

https://ubocloud.univ-brest.fr/s/tRwZMiSBTbANtny
https://ubocloud.univ-brest.fr/s/tRwZMiSBTbANtny
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Fig. 1. Dataset extraction process.

(1) Implemented IT attacks:

• DoS/DDoS: A DDoS attack aims to make a server, service
or infrastructure unavailable. The attack can take different
forms: saturation of the server’s bandwidth to make it un-
reachable or exhaustion of the machine’s system resources,
thus preventing it from responding to legitimate traffic.
To perform these attacks, the following were sent; a TCP SYN
flood, TCP ACK (Acknowledgment) flood, TCP RST (Reset)
flood or Xmax flood by setting all TCP flags (CWR, ECN, URG,
ACK, PSH, RST, SYN, FIN). UDP flood packets were also simu-
lated. The script implementing these attacks uses hping3. If
hping3 is not found, it attempts to use the nmap-nping tool
instead.

• File Transfer Protocol (FTP) brute force: Brute force attack
is a method used in crypt-analysis to find a password or
key. As soon as the attacker obtains the FTP server login
and the password, he can retrieve MES database information
(configuration file, users, password...) and use this infor-
mation to alter the database containing all the information
regarding the production. This attack consists of testing,
one by one, all the possible combinations. For it to be per-
formed, the dictionary method is used to crack the FTP
server connection.
First step is to obtain the login and the password of the
FTP server by using either a hydra or Metasploit tool then
a connection to the server to retrieve some files and delete
others related to the MES database.

• Web Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) DoS: The principle
of this attack is to paralyze the Apache server which uses
HTTP protocol to make it unavailable by sending a large
number of requests.
In this attack, a script written in Python called SLOWHTTP-
test is used to perform an application layer Denial of Service
attacks (DoS). Its principle relies on the fact that requests
are not processed before being completely received by the
server. If the data is not complete or the speed of the sending
packets is too low, the resource is kept busy until it receives
all of the data. In this attack, Apache is targeted by causing
very significant memory and CPU usage on it.

• Botnet: A botnet is a network of computers infected with
malware so that they can be controlled remotely, forcing
them to send spam, spread viruses or launch DDoS attacks
without the knowledge or approval of the real owner of the
computer. In addition, an attacker can paralyze the entire
production system by launching a DDoS with a botnet which
can be financially very consequential for a factory.
The Ares tool, which is a written remote administration tool
RAT in Python, is used to perform this attack.

(2) Implemented OT attacks:
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• SQL attack: This attack is a lateral attack which goes from
IT to OT equipment. It is composed of two steps. The first
one is a SQL brute force to retrieve the MES database’s login
and password. The principle is the same as for the FTP brute
force but uses the mssql_login module of Metasploit. Then,
the second step consists of dropping or altering data by
taking control of the machine hosting the MES database.

• PLC disturbing process: Two attacks are launched to disturb
the PLC process. Their principle consists of disrupting the
production line functioning by modifying either the recipe
scheduled (production order) by the operator, or by provok-
ing a remote emergency stop. After studying and analyzing
the registers’ configuration of the platform PLC, we decide
to modify the registers responsible for the worst and the
most widespread scenarios in industrial attacks, namely the
complete shutdown of the production line and the modifi-
cation of the production line recipe. In our case, register 2 of
M580 PLC is responsible for remotely stopping the conveyor,
and register 120 of M340 PLC is in charge of seamlessly
modifying the number of balls. Therefore, the vials are filled,
capped and removed to destocking without the operator
noticing the modification of his planned PO. To perform this,
we correctly connected to the PLC line and modified the
Modbus registers. For this attack, the Metasploit attack tool
and its Modbus client module was used.

• MITM: This is an attack whose principle consists of in-
tercepting communications between two machines, hosts,
servers..., without either of them suspecting that the com-
munication channel between them has been compromised.
For this attack, we entered into the middle, between the PLC
and the server using the Ettercap tool, then the content of
the registers was modified to disturb the production line’s
nominal functioning. This attack triggers either a remote
emergency stop or a modification in the operation recipe.

After simulating these attacks, both normal and malicious
raffic are captured to get network files (PCAP files). From these
iles, raw data is extracted and pre-processed to obtain the final
ataset used in the proposed behavioral-based IDS.
This dataset is divided into training and testing datasets. It is a

abeled dataset with nine labels built in a real industrial platform
t Brest university and available for the researchers community.
ore details regarding this dataset are given in Table 1.
(2) Extraction process:
To build the dataset, an extractor is developed in Python to

xtract features from the pcap files. The extractor gives a csv
ile as the output containing 133 transport and application layer
eatures. The application layer features are related to the Mod-
us/TCP protocol. Some of these features are directly extracted
rom the TCP or Modbus headers such as IP addresses, ports
umbers, protocols..., others are statistically computed such as
verage, minimum, maximum...in this raw data, digital and non-
igital features are included requiring a pre-processing step to
e used by the behavioral-based IDS algorithm. More details are
iven in [45].
(3) Pre-processing process:
After extracting normal and malicious traffic from the net-

ork, the obtained raw data was pre-processed to be used. This
rocessing is semi-manually made because raw data contains
oth digital and non-digital features. The non-numerical features
re converted according to several rules. For IP addresses, only
he last number of this latter is kept since the three others are
he same for all the architectural elements. For each protocol, a
umber is assigned and a features list is split into a single value
y row.
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Table 1

Year Approach
type

IDS
type

Attacks type IDS
placement

Protocols Techniques Response
type

Metrics of
evaluation

Used tools Ref.

2007 Behavioral NIDS Zero day
and DOS

Centralized
(SCADA)

Modbus/
TCP

Matching
patterns

Passive Not
specified

EMERALD
Bayes sensor,
eXpert-Net
SNL and Snort

[23]

2013 Specification-
based

NIDS DNP3
malformed
packets

Centralized
(SCADA)

DNP3 determinis-
tic

Passive Detection
accuracy,
latency, and
analysis of
the flow

VMware
virtual
machine with
a single
logical p...

[22]

2014 Specification-
based

NIDS Injection of
packets,
controller
behavior
imitation

SCADA and
automates

Modbus/
TCP

determinis-
tic

Passive Attack
detection
capability

Bro [17]

2014 Behavioral NIDS MITM, SYN
Flooding
and
honeypot

Centralized
(SCADA)

DNS, FTP,
Modbus,
TCP, UDP

Probabilistic
(one-class
SVM)

Passive Accuracy of
the
classification

Not specified [25]

2014 Behavioral NIDS MITM Centralized
(SCADA)

Modbus/
TCP

Probabilistic
(un-
supervised
machine
learning)

Passive FPR (False
Positive
Rate),
F-score,
detection
accuracy
and
classification
time

Matlab [44]

2015 Behavioral NIDS suspicious
code
injection

Centralized
(PLC)

Modbus/
TCP

Probability
(one-class
SVM)

Passive Detection
Time

Wireshark,
Unity Pro,
M340 PLC of
Schneider

[26]

2016 Behavioral NIDS Injection
data, DOS,
network
attacks

Centralized
(SCADA)

Modbus/
TCP and
MMS

Probabilistic
(machine
learning,
patterns)

passive Traffic
periodicity

Not specified [24]

2016 Specification-
based

HIDS Injection
suspicious
execution
traces

Decentral-
ized
(SCADA,
PLC)

Modbus determinis-
tic
(Patterns)

Passive Detection
accuracy,
TPR, FPR

OpenModel-
ica2,
Schneider PLC
M580, Spot
library

[19]

2017 Misuse NIDS Packets
injection

Decentral-
ized
(sensors,
actuators,
controllers)

Not
specified

Statistics
(rules mea-
surements)

Passive Detection
accuracy

Petri Net (SED
Modeling)

[15]

2017 Misuse NIDS malformed
packet , DoS
, ARP
spoofing
(Usurpation)
and MITM

Centralized IEC 61850
GOOSE

determinis-
tic

Passive Detection
accuracy
and process
time

Wireshark,
ITACA(C/C++)

[29]

2017 Specification-
based

NIDS GOOSE
usurped and
Ethernet
storm

Centralized
(Land)

GOOSE,
Modbus/
TCP

determinis-
tic

Passive TPR, the
number of
destroyed
packet by
Bro, analysis
time
GOOSE77

Bro, Suricata,
Snort,
Metasploit,
Scapy,
Simulink,
Matlab

[18]

2019 Specification-
based

NIDS Disturbing
industrial
process and
MITM

Decentral-
ized
(sensors,
actuators,
controllers)

Modbus/TCP determinis-
tic

Passive Detection
accuracy

Bro [20]

2020 Hybrid NIDS DoS and
Replay
attack

Sensors Not
mentioned

Probabilistic Passive Detection
rate,
accuracy
rate, FP rate

Opnet,
Simulink,
Matlab

[28]

(continued on next page)
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Table 1 (continued).
2020 Behavioral NIDS DoS (SYN

Flood),
MITM

SCADA Modbus/TCP Probabilistic
(SVM,
nonparallel
hyperplane)

Passive Accuracy
rate

Matlab [27]

2021 Behavioral NIDS Not
specified

Not
specified

Not
specified

Probabilistic
(ANN)

Passive Error rate Not specified [36]

2022 Behavioral NIDS DoS,
Backdoor,
Exploits

FC and EC Not
specified

Probabilistic Passive Accuracy,
Precision,
Recall,
F1-Score

Not specified [35]

2022 Behavioral NIDS Malware Not
specified

Not
specified

Probabilistic
(SVM,HHO,
BWO)

Passive Accuracy,
precision,
recall

Matlab and
Weka

[37],[38]
Table 2
Dataset digital description.
Lines
number

Pcap
files size

Capture
duration

Attacks Labels Features

8735711 16 GB 5 days 7 attacks 9 labels 133

(4) Labeling process:
For classification purposes, the dataset is labeled with nine

abels, one label for the normal traffic, seven labels for malicious
raffic (one label for each attack) and one label for the equipment
eaction against an attack. To understand the reaction traffic, take
he example of a SYN flood attack. After several attempts and
ithout receiving any ACK flag, communication is cut, the RST

lag is set at 1 and State_cnx_S0 and State_cnx_S1 are set at
. Finally, all packets meeting these conditions are labeled as a
eaction to the SYN flood attack and those containing a huge
mount of SYN flags are labeled as an attack. The purpose of
eaction traffic is to test if the proposed approach is able to detect
oth the payload related to the attack itself and the behavioral
hange of the equipment.
This labeling operation is made on the different extracted

eatures to distinguish one attack from another. The labeling
rocess is manually made. This process is made easier by the
xtracted features and the configuration setting which separates
he normal traffic from the malicious one. For instance, among the
xtracted features, SYN flag count and MAC address features help
s to label the SYN flooding and the MITM traffic respectively.
(5) Extracted dataset: The used dataset is large which gives
good training of the neural network. It contains around nine
illions lines in its csv file and has a size of 16 GB for its network

raffic files. It was captured over five days, during which seven
ttacks were simulated. It contains 133 features.
To train and test the neural network algorithm used in the

ehavioral-based IDS, the dataset is divided into training and
esting datasets (70%/30%). More details are given in Table 1:

.5. Neural network: Architecture and experimentation parameters

To obtain the optimal neural network architecture, several
ests were performed by changing either the layer’s number,
he layer’s neuron number, the activation function, the epoch’s
umber or the batch size. In the beginning of neural network de-
elopment, either over-fitting or under-fitting phenomena were
ncountered. The first one occurs when the neural network is
ery good at learning its training set, but cannot generalize be-
ond the training set. The second one occurs when the network
s not able to generate accurate predictions by using the training
et.
To overcome both of these problems, firstly the correct split-

ing percentage between training and test datasets had to be
ound. After using several splitting configurations, 70% of the
275
whole data was kept for the training dataset and 30% for the
testing one. More than 70% led to the over-fitting phenomenon.
Secondly, dropout function has been used but the neural network
became too complicated and the results was added were not con-
clusive. Thirdly, we manipulated the layers and the layer’s neuron
numbers by increasing them. However, the results were noisy
and some class predictions were lost. Finally, a model was kept
with 102 neurons in the input layer corresponding to the retained
features and 9 neurons in the output layers corresponding to
the labels (seven labels for the simulated attacks in addition to
one for normal traffic and another for the traffic related to the
reaction of the equipment against an attack).

For the training stage, Keras was used with the TensorFlow
backend. The Adam optimizer was used because it is the most
frequent and it gives better results than the Batch Gradient De-
scent (BGD). All of the models were trained for 50 epochs. Batches
of size 1024 were used because the dataset is large and smaller
batches led to slower training with worse results. Table 2 gives
the chosen model:

3.6. Performance results

In the evaluation phase, one of the main concepts of the ma-
chine learning field which is a confusion matrix (Fig. 2), has been
used. A confusion matrix is a tool for measuring the performance
of a machine learning model. It checks in particular how often its
predictions are accurate, compared to reality. On the x-axis, true
labels are presented and the coordinate axis shows the predicted
labels. This confusion matrix is computed after classification by
using the testing dataset. According to these results, all traffic
types are correctly predicted as shown in the diagonal line of
this confusion matrix. All attacks have been classified with high
detection accuracy.

To evaluate the IDS performance in more depth, three metrics
have been used: precision, recall and F1-score whose formulas
are given below:

(1) Precision: a metric that gives the number of the correct
computed positive predictions. It is calculated as the ratio
of correctly predicted positive examples, divided by the to-
tal number of positive examples that have been predicted.

Precision = True Positive
True Positive + False Positive

• True Positive: the truth is positive, and the test pre-
diction predicts a positive. There is an intrusion, and
the test accurately reports this.

• False Positive: the truth is negative, but the test pre-
diction predicts a positive. There is no intrusion, but
the test inaccurately reports that there has been one.

(2) Recall: a metric that calculates the number of the correctly
computed positive predictions from all positive predictions
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Fig. 2. Confusion matrix.

Table 3
Neural network parameters.
Parameters Details

Learning Supervised
Input layer One input layer with 102 neurons

(Used features)

Hidden layer One hidden layer with 12 neurons

Output layer One output layer with 9 neurons (9
class)

Number of epochs 50
Activation function Sigmoid

that could have been made. It gives an indication of missed
positive predictions.

Recall = True Positive
True Positive + False Negative

• False Negative: the truth is positive, but the test pre-
diction are negative. There is an intrusion, but the test
inaccurately reports that there has not been one.

(3) F1-score: a metric that combines the previous two scores.
It is primarily used on imbalanced data, such
as precision and recall metrics. The score must be near to
1.0 for the best classification.

F1 - score = 2∗
Precision ∗ Recall
Precision + Recall

The neural network model has first been trained using the
raining dataset and tested later with the testing dataset. The
esults show a good rate of precision, recall and F1-score as
hown in Table 3:
According to the results shown in the Table 3, we notice that

he normal traffic, malfunction, FTP, MITM and DoS are classified
ith high precision, recall and F1-Score values (more than 94%).
owever, the ‘‘Reaction’’ traffic is classified with only 88% preci-
ion. This value is due to the nature of this traffic. The ‘‘reaction’’
s not an attack but a reaction of the equipment against an attack.
t is a specific traffic. SQL, Botnet and HTTP traffic also have lower
recision values because a part of their traffic is falsely classified
s ‘‘Reaction’’ as shown in the confusion matrix (see Fig. 2). This
rongly classified traffic is called ‘‘false negatives’’.
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Table 4
Neural network performance before hybridization.
Traffic type FPR FNR Precision Recall F1-Score

Normal 0.05% 0.04% 99.9% 99.9% 99.9%
Reaction 0.7% 31% 88.02% 68.3% 76.9%
Malfunction 0.03% 3.3% 95.7% 96.6% 96.1%
FTP 0.04% 5.1% 98.6% 94.8% 96.6%
MITM 0.005% 4.4% 98.1% 95.5% 96.7%
Botnet 0.5% 3.8% 83.08% 96.2% 89.15%
HTTP 1.9% 5.7% 83.7% 94.2% 88.6%
SQL 0.2% 19% 76% 79.7% 77.45%
DoS 0.03% 0.15% 98.94% 99.9% 99.4%

Furthermore, False Positive Rate (FPR), and False Negative Rate
(FNR) for ‘‘reaction’’, ‘‘SQL’’, ‘‘Botnet’’, and ‘‘HTTP’’ traffic are high.

By having knowledge of the production environment, it is pos-
sible to determine the impact of an attack and therefore specify
its type. Certain traffic can be reclassified and their FPR and FNR
can be accordingly reduced. In order to reach this goal, another
kind of anomaly-based IDS is added to our study: specification-
based IDS, which is detailed in the next section. This quan-
tification classifies the detected anomaly into three categories:
temporal, sequential or content.

To test and compare the neural network model to other ma-
chine learning algorithms, a quick comparison was performed
regarding all the performance metrics for the following models:
K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN), Linear Regression (LR), Naive Bayes
(NB), Random Forest (RF), Support Vector Machine (SVM), and
Decision Tree (DT). Table 4 shows the results of this comparison.

According to this comparison, some models are good in terms
of accuracy but poor in terms of the other metrics like DT, LR,
NB except KNN, which is good in terms of accuracy, Recall and
F1-score. ANN is the best one in terms of all performance metrics.

4. Specification-based IDS: The industrial ISA-95 standard

In this section, a second sub-category of anomaly-based IDS
is proposed: the specification-based IDS. The main purpose of
this one is to measure and quantify the impact of an intrusion
according to three categories: temporal, sequential and content.
This IDS is based on two bases: the MESA model from the ISA-95
standard (an industrial standard), which allows the checking of
the sequential aspects of the production order (PO) execution and
the Key Performance Indicators (KPI), which verify the temporal
aspects. More details are given in the following subsections.

4.1. The ISA-95 standard: The MESA model

The ISA-95 is an industrial standard based upon the hier-
archical structure. The development of this standard started in
1995 when the OPC Foundation, the ISA95 committee, and MESA
merged their efforts to make a new model which adds ISA-95
object model representations of equipment, personnel, material,
and physical assets to an OPC UA 95 specification. The aim of this
model is to show how the OPC Foundation, the ISA95 committee,
and MESA standards can be used together in a federated system
architecture [46].

Its hierarchy is composed of five different levels: level four
for business planning & logistics, level three for Manufacturing
Operations & Control, level two responsible for the responsibility
of the PLC, level one for the sensors and actuators, and finally
level zero for the production process [47].

This research work focuses on the third level of this archi-
tecture, which is the Manufacturing Executive System (MES).
The main basis of this work is driven by the generic activity
model from the third part of the ISA-95 standard, also called
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Table 5
Comparative of machine learning algorithms performance.
ML model Accuracy Precision Recall F1-score

KNN 0.93 0.80 0.82 0.93
LR 0.93 0.73 0.70 0.67
NB 0.90 0.68 0.64 0.62
RF 0.88 0.70 0.80 0.71
SVM 0.88 0.71 0.65 0.61
DT 0.87 0.70 0.67 0.67
ANN 0.91 0.92 0.92 0.92

the MESA model. This model is shown in Fig. 3. It is a finite
state machine, which explains how a succession of transactions
through the various entities of the MES occurs and orchestrates
operation planning, execution and management activities. This
model contains three exchanged data kinds: abstracted data of
the different information systems, data exchanged within the
MES and data exchanged with the automation level to execute
an order [48].

The MESA model allows us to have a deterministic approach to
he transactions that occur in a factory 4.0. Therefore, it generates
succession of events which feed the Specification-based IDS as

nputs. If the succession of these transactions is not respected, IDS
aises an alert. Hence, this model allows us to eliminate many
alse positives due to the prior knowledge of the succession of
vents.

.2. Specification-based IDS: Assumptions

The approach of the IDS is valid while respecting several
ssumptions presented below:

• Industrial platform behavior is cyclic and deterministic.
• The proposed specification IDS targets the ISA95 compliant

MES.
• The MES database is supposed to be accessible.
• Communications from the industrial control system are gen-

erally regular over time.
• PLCs are connected to the network.

.3. Specification-based IDS: Principle

The main purpose of this IDS is to detect malfunction in the
rocess. Based on the previously presented model, 13 common
nomalies are identified in the next subsection. To detect these
nomalies, a set of rules is established allowing their detection.
n addition to this malfunction detection role, Specification-based
DS has another role which consists of classifying the intru-
ions detected by the behavioral-based IDS into temporal and/or
equential categories(see Tables 6 and 9).
These anomalies are divided into temporal, sequential and

ontent anomalies. As previously mentioned, the MESA model
llows the planning and the execution of task sequence. There-
ore, thanks to this model property, the sequential anomalies are
dentified. To make this model more complete, we added some
PI (Key Performance Indicators) to monitor the temporal aspect.
hese KPI are provided by ISO 22400 standard and they were
hosen according to these research requirements. The used KPI
re: Actual Production Time (APT), Actual Transportation Time
ATT) and Actual Order Execution Time (AOET) [47].

• Actual Production Time (APT): The actual time spent on a
machine. For instance, if the production line is composed of
four machines, four APT are computed.

• Actual Transportation Time (ATT): The actual time spent

between machines, such as loading and unloading time.
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• Actual Order Execution Time (AOET): The total time spent
to execute an order, from the start to its

All identified anomalies are detailed below in Table 5:

4.4. Specification-based IDS: Results

Specification-based IDS is developed to check the 13 identi-
fied anomalies. This checking is performed on the MES database
which is compliant with the ISA-95 standard according to the set
of rules detailed in Table 5. Depending on whether the rules are
followed or not, the IDS detects if the system is working normally
or if it is faulty.

Specification-based IDS gives the possibility to check some
production orders for a quick checking or an indepth analysis for
the entire database. The anomalies are recorded in a logs report
to be used by Decision Making System (DMS) for a final decision
making.

After testing all the anomalies and checking all the controls,
specification-based IDS has detected all the played scenarios with
a high accuracy in a short amount of time.

To test this IDS, 32 attack scenarios (Deny-Of-Service, Man-
In-The-Middle, Brute force...) have been launched and have been
all detected as faults. However, no discrimination between faults
and real attacks has been made. Thanks to the behavioral-based
IDS, industrial faults can be distinguished from a real cyberattack.
However, this distinction is made with a high False Positive Rate
(FPR).

On the other hand, the specification-based IDS allows the
quantification of the detected anomaly and its classification into
three categories previously detailed but without discrimination
between faults and attacks. Therefore, to take advantage of both
IDS and overcome their limitations mutually, the idea of hy-
bridization of the two previous IDS has arisen. This hybridization
is made through the last component: a Decision Support System
(DMS) as explained in Section 5.

5. Proposed BI-ANOmaly-based IDS: BIANO-IDS

5.1. BIANO-IDS principle and components

The main purpose of the BI-ANOmaly-based IDS (BIANO-IDS)
is to distinguish a real intrusion from a production line malfunc-
tion with a low FPR and measure the impact of the detected
anomaly on the industrial platform.

DMS analyzes the detection results of the two previous IDS to
determine the nature of the detected anomaly and measure its
impact by quantifying and classifying it into the three previous
anomaly categories (See Table 5). DMS works according to a set
of rules as explained in Fig. 5.

Fig. 4 gives an overview of the proposed bi-anomaly-based IDS
named BIANO-IDS and its components: Specification-based IDS,
Behavioral-based IDS and DMS.

• Specification-based IDS : Assuming that the behavior of an
industrial line is deterministic and cyclical, the specification-
based IDS analyzes the production line operation with a
focus on the planned and actual executed Production Order
(PO). Its role is to check
that there is no difference between the planned and exe-
cuted PO according to the 13 identified rules from the MESA
model.

• Behavioral-based IDS: Assuming that most attacks pass
through the network layer of the OSI model, this IDS ana-
lyzes network traffic captured during the operation of the
production line. It is based on the neural network which
learns the nominal functioning of the industrial line, de-
tects any suspicious activity and allocates it into an attack
classification that it learned during its training phase.
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Fig. 4. BIANO-IDS components.

• Decision Making System (DMS): This is a decision-making
system that aims to take advantage of the previous two
components and overcome their limits. It analyzes the re-
sulting logs of the two previous components to determine
the nature of the anomaly. This module follows the logic
explained in Section 5.2 with more details regarding this
third component.

.2. DMS principle

The third module of the proposed approach is the DMS. Two
ypes of DMS in the DMS field exist: Decisions are either made
ollaboratively or independently. Since BIANO-IDS is composed
278
of two kinds of IDS which work in parallel, it is logical that the
DMS should work in a cooperative manner.

This module works according to many rules (explained in
Fig. 5), which allow us to determine the nature of the detected
anomaly (fault or real intrusion).

As mentioned in the behavioral-based IDS, we made the as-
sumption that the majority of the attacks are launched from
the network. Therefore, according to the behavioral-based IDS
(which analyzes network traces) detection results, DMS checks
the resulting logs, analyzes them and determines if the system is
facing a simple fault or a real intrusion.

According to Fig. 5, several decisions could be made. Before
detailing them, it is important to understand the notations used
in this diagram. Letter ‘‘B’’ and ‘‘S’’ correspond respectively to
the behavioral-based and the specification-based IDS log files. In
addition, numbers ‘‘0’’ and ‘‘1’’ show respectively the absence
or the presence of the alerts in the log files. For instance, S1
means that the behavioral-based IDS log file contains alerts and
B0 shows that the specification-based IDS log file contains no
alerts. The potential decisions that a DMS could make are detailed
below:

• If there are no alerts in the behavioral-based IDS (B0) or
the specification-based IDS (S0) log files ==> we are facing a
normal activity.

• If there is an alert in behavioral-based IDS log file (B1)
despite the fact that we have no alert in the specification-
based IDS (S0) log file ==> we are facing a real intrusion
since most played attacks in the industry have inevitably
gone through a network.

• If there is no alert in the behavioral-based IDS log file (B0)
but an alert exists in the specification-based IDS (S1) ==> we
are facing industrial faults for the same reason as before.

• If there are alerts in both the behavioral-based IDS log file
(B1) and in the specification-based IDS (S1) log files ==> we
are facing a real intrusion.
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Table 6
Anomalies identified from the MESA model and KPIs.
Anomalies Category Rules

1: Check that the response
matches with the request
segment

Content OP_ID (Planned) = OP_ID (Executed)

2: Check that the order of the
segments is respected

Sequential StartTime (WO1) StartTime (WO2) StartTime
(WO3) (planned) and StartTime (WO1)
StartTime (WO2) StartTime (WO3) (executed)

3: Check the personnel skills
planned/used

Content ID_PersonnelClass(planned)=
ID_PersonnelClass(executed)

4: Check that the PO is
executed with the right
equipment

Content ID_EquipmentClass(planned) =
ID_EquipmentClass(executed)

5: Check that the PO is
executed with the correct
material

Content ID_MaterialClass(planned) =
ID_MaterialClass (executed)

6: Check if the total expected
time (AOET) is correct

Temporal AOET(planned) =
AOET(executed) +/-90S

7: Check that the duration per
segment (APT) is correct

Temporal APT1(planned) =
APT1(executed) +/- 10S, APT2(planned) =
APT2(executed) +/-10S, APT3 (planned) = APT3
(executed)
+/-10S, APT4(planned) = APT4(executed) +/-10S

8: Check if times between
segments (ATT) are correct

Temporal ATT1(planned) = ATT1 (executed) +/-10S, ATT2
(planned) = ATT2 (executed)+/- 10S,
ATT3(planned) = ATT3 (executed) +/-10S, ATT4
(planned) = ATT4 (executed)
+/-10S

9: Check for overlapping
between PO

Sequential PODateEnd (executed) (Previous PO)<
PODatStart (executed) (next PO)

10: Check that the quantity
requested is the one
manufactured

Content PQ(planned) = PQ(Executed)

11: Check if resources are
available before launching the
PO

Content QuantitePersonnelReady > QuantitePersonnel
(planned) and QuantiteEquipmentReady
> QuantiteEquipment (planned) and
QuantiteMaterialReady > QuantiteMaterial
(planned)

12: Check the launching order
of the PO

Sequential EndTime(Planned)(PO1) StartTime(Planned)
(PO2),EndTime(Executed) (PO1)
StartTime(Executed) (PO2)

13: Check if the equipment is
down while continuing to send
data

Content PO_state (planned) = release and PO_state
(executed)release, PODateStart (executed) = 0
PODateEnd (executed) = 0
5.3. DMS programming

The following code details the rules that the DMS must ad-
ere in order to make a decision regarding the nature of the
etected anomaly. It firstly defines two files: log1 and log2, which
epresent the behavioral-based IDS and the specification-based
DS log files respectively. Then, it reads their contents, which the
ode relies on in order to check the previously outlined rules.
he term of ‘‘controls’’ corresponds to the anomalies that the
pecification-based IDS checks (the 13 anomalies presented in
ection 4). Consequently, controls two and 12 are sequential.
ontrols six, seven and eight are temporal and the others controls
enote the PO content.

.4. DMS: Alerts classification

According to the logs content, thirteen categories of results are
ossible as mentioned in Fig. 5.
The previously presented decisions could be classified fur-

hermore into either temporal, sequential or content alerts. By
dopting the assumption that most attacks go through the net-
ork, the DMS could make one decision among 13 possibilities,
s summarized below:
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• Normal activity: if both IDS logs are empty and contain no
alert.

• Industrial malfunction: if the behavioral-based IDS did not
detect any intrusion (log file is empty) and the specification-
based IDS has detected some alerts, the DMS decides that
the detected anomaly is a malfunction since no anomaly is
detected through the network.

– Temporal malfunction: Faults due to a delay during the
execution of the PO. For instance, the PO execution
time is abnormally long

– Sequential malfunction: Faults due to the disrespect
of the PO order. For instance, detecting the risk of
overlapping

– Content malfunction: anomaly due to the content of
the PO. For instance, checking the resource used to
perform a PO

– Temporal and sequential malfunctions: Faults due to
both temporal and sequential reasons.

– Temporal and content malfunctions: Faults due to both
temporal and content PO reasons

– Sequential and content malfunctions: Faults due to
both content PO and sequential reasons
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• Real intrusion: if the behavioral-based IDS detects some
intrusions (log file contains alerts)

– Temporal intrusion: Attack due to a delay during the
execution of the PO. For instance, checking the long
time spent in a PO due to a DDoS or MITM attacks.

– Sequential intrusion: Attack due to the disrespect of
the PO order. For instance, the risk of over-lapping
by checking the malfunction of a PO due to a MITM
attack

– Content intrusion: Attack due to the content of the PO.
For instance, the use of the wrong resources to perform
a PO due to SQL injection attack

– Temporal and sequential intrusions: Attacks due to
both temporal and sequential reasons. For instance,
checking of the PO time or modified order due to MITM
and DDoS attacks

– Temporal and content intrusions: Attacks due to both
temporal and content PO reasons. For instance, check-
ing of the PO time or modified recipe due to SQL
injections and DDoS attacks

- Sequential and content intrusions: Attacks due to both
content PO and sequential reasons

5.5. Proposed approach extension to other attack kinds

In this paper, the proposed approach has been tested on a
set of attacks (MITM, DoS, FTP brute force ...). These attacks have
varied from IT to OT (industrial) attacks. However, this approach
is also valid and extensible to any other kind of attack. Taking
the example of stealthy attacks such as buffer overflow, if the
latter occurs in the server machine, the server will be blocked.
Therefore, behavioral-based IDS will raise an alert. In addition,
communication with the production line will be cut, and this
impact will be detected on the industrial platform. Consequently,
a second alert will be raised by the specification-based IDS. Ac-
cording to the DMS algorithm, BIANO-IDS will also detect this

intrusion.

280
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Table 7
DMS results.

Anomalies Sequential
attacks

Temporal
attacks

Content
attacks

Without
hybridization

100% 0% 0% 0%

Withhybridization 41% 6% 25% 28%

Table 8
Classification error probabilities.
Anomaly
category

Attack Classification
error rate

Sequential SQL 0.42%

BOTNET 3.11%

Temporal DoS 0.0085%

Malfunction 0.90%

Content MITM 0.35%

No category HTTP 12.57%

FTP 0.0085%

5.6. DMS results and discussion

Before combining both detection results of behavioral-based
DS and specification-based IDS, all the launched attacks have
een detected as anomalies. 100% of anomalies have been de-
ected without distinction whether these anomalies are industrial
efects or real intrusions. After using DMS, which pairs both
etection results, these anomalies have been categorized into
ndustrial defects, temporal, sequential or content intrusions. The
ercentage has been split into 41% for faults, 6% for sequential
ttacks, 25% for temporal attacks and 28% for content attacks.
herefore, the detection has been improved with a low FPR and
he discrimination has been made.

In addition, the confusion matrix is also improved due to
his hybridization. This improvement is possible thanks to the
pecification-based IDS which categorizes the attacks into 3 cat-
gories: sequential, temporal, and content. According to these
ategories, an impact can be observed on the industrial platform.
To improve the results, it was necessary to compute the clas-

ification error probability for each class. This probability is cal-
ulated from the confusion matrix (obtained after the training
ime) and corresponds to the ratio of the misclassified traffic for
specified class in relation to all misclassified traffic. All these
robabilities are given in Table 7. Thanks to this rate of error
probability), it is possible to reclassify the misclassified traffic
nto the right kind of attack.

According to Table 7, when a source of traffic is wrongly
lassified, these probabilities are used to reclassify it. For instance,
he temporal category contains two attacks: DoS and malfunction.
ased on these probabilities, when an attack has a temporal
mpact, it is more likely to be a DoS attack than a malfunction
ince the classification error is smaller for DoS compared to that
f a malfunction attack.
The same goes for the normal traffic i.e., when no impact on

he platform is detected. Therefore, all normal misclassified traffic
s reclassified into the right class. Based on this principle, all traf-
ic can be reclassified correctly except for FTP and HTTP attacks,
here hybridization IDS have not contributed any added value,
s these two attacks act at the IT level and not on the platform,
specially in order to reclassify their traffic. However, since traffic
f other attacks has been correctly reclassified (improved), FTP
nd HTTP have also been improved. Thanks to the hybridization,
erformance metrics and the confusion matrix are improved as
hown in Table 8 and Fig. 6.
 t
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Table 9
Neural network performance after hybridization.
Traffic type FPR FNR Precision Recall F1-Score

Normal 0% 0% 100% 100% 100%
Reaction 0.4% 31% 92.4% 68.3% 78.5%
Malfunction 0.003% 1.5% 95.7% 98.4% 98.9%
FTP 0.002% 0.26% 99.9% 99.7% 99.7%
MITM 0% 0% 100% 100% 100%
Botnet 0.27% 2.06% 91.3% 97.9% 94.4%
HTTP 1.9% 5.7% 84.1% 95.9% 89.6%
SQL 0.15% 5.5% 79% 99% 87.8%
DoS 0% 0% 100% 100% 100%

Fig. 6. Confusion matrix after hybridization.

According to Table 8, normal, DoS and MITM traffic have
een well classified with 100% for precision, recall and F1-Score.
he FPR and FNR have also been improved for FTP, Botnet, and
QL traffic: FTP: (0.04%, 5.1%), Botnet: (0.5%, 3.8%), SQL: (0.2%,
9%) without hybridization against: FTP: (0.002%, 0.26%), Botnet:
0.27%, 2.06%), SQL: (0.15%, 5.5%) respectively with hybridization.
s for precision, it has also been improved for FTP, Botnet, HTTP,
QP traffic: (98.6%, 83.08%, 83.7%, 76%) without hybridization
gainst (99.9%, 91.3%, 84.1%, 79%) respectively with hybridization.
xcept for reaction traffic, the performance metrics of all other
raffic have been improved.

Regarding the confusion matrix, we note that all the traffic is
lassified in the diagonal of the matrix, which means that the
raffic classification is correct (which means that the prediction
f the label of a traffic corresponds perfectly to the label of the
eal traffic).

. Conclusions

BIANO-IDS is a new intrusion detection approach combining
wo kinds of IDS: anomaly-based IDS and specification-based
DS. The approach has been tested on a real environment and
he detection accuracy rate is high in addition to the different
erformance metrics. However, to further improve performance
etrics, we intend to explore other traces such as system logs
nd apply reduction or selection features methods in the future

o improve the computation and training time of neural networks.
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